it contrives to leave its bones to art." Nicholas Crome.
As A COLLEGE FRESHMAN I spent a good deal of effort attempting to stir my composition instructor. I filled my writing with statements designed to make him angry, diction designed to make him laugh, conclusions designed to make him wonder. It seemed to me that he was the most bored man I knew, and that the classroom hours we spent together bored me only slightly more than they bored him.
My first year was almost over when I discovered that my composition instructor was, in fact, a practicing, published novelist. Still, that realization seemed to make little difference. Composition was one thing; creative writing was another. It was evident in my teacher's manneruninspiring, mechanical and apparently concerned with lessons so fundament.: and mechanical as to seem without significancethat he felt this division of kinds of writing to be proper.
I am not advocating the study of literature in place of the study of composition, a substitution often made in deference to the instructor's interests and comfort. The emphasis in such cases is usually placed on the content of that literature, with only brief references to its structures. The student is taught to read, and, secondarily as well as in- I am only advocating the study of literature in composition courses insofar as that study is focused on literary techniques applicable to the writing of compositions. The difference between such study and the more usual study of literature is, I admit, a matter of approach and emphasis. It is also a matter of degree.
In particular, the study of poetry seems to me to be worth time in the composition classroom. Of course, I look upon poetry as a form of composition. While the presence of accomplished composition in a poem is not usually enough to justify our calling it a signi-1. Subtle effects, dependent on a sophisticated attitude and/or diction, are common in poetry. So the student learns to respect subtlety on aesthetic grounds, and investigates its structures.
2. Indeed, the necessity to be subtle is often the stimulus for a poem in the first place. Poems come about partly because the world is not subject to "either-or" analyses. And the ways in which poets attempt to express tentativeness, ambiguity or incoherence are myriad. Some poets attempt to express their thoughts or feelings by imitating randomness or incoherence. But I am not talking about bad poetry.
3. Many poems investigate the relationship between "objectivity" and "subjectivity" openly. In this respect, too, neither the world nor the poet's language is considered "either-or." How the poet moves from being as "objective" as possible to being frankly "subjective" is worth discussion in the composition classroom. The student becomes aware of objective-subjective relationships similar in kind to his own. Again, he is made aware of the level of mastery of language necessary if he hopes to express those relationships with emphatic precision.
4. Similarly, the student begins to realize that much of a poem's effectiveness depends on the poet's "proving* his (often tentative) assertions with reference to the "real" world. "Supporting material" is not an inaccurate term for these references, without which the poem is usually powerless.
5. Through an investigation of a poem's language and organization, the student becomes more aware of exactly how language can shape thought. He becomes even more aware of what is necessary to intentional communication.
He is made aware, repeatedly, that no two words are connotative synonyms.
6. Poetry depends so often on concision for part of its effect that it a often defined in terms of concision. There are a number of other imperfect definitions of poetry. Nevertheless, most poetry does impress the student with the benefits and possibilities of concision.
7. Because poetry is generally concise, poems may be studied as if they were miniatures of more expanded writings, in some cases perhaps a shorthand for The use of such collections of poetry in the composition classroom seems to me to offer certain advantages over attempts to utilize fiction in a similar manner. Most obvicusly, the great concision by means of which poems accomplish what they attempt to accomplish allows the instructor to discuss a great many poems in detail in a relatively short time. The class investigates more whole pieces than it would be able tc, if it concentrated exclusively on fiction.
Since I haven't the space to deal with many whole poems here, since every poem presents different techniques for penetration, and since composition instructors wbn feel themselves encouraged to search out contemporary poetry oppropriate to the classroom are also individuals with backgrounds in close textural analysis, I am inclined to dispense with examples altogether. Still, the need to refer generally to particular poems at this point seems to be a good excuse for including at least some poetry in an article about poetry.
QUEUES/William Brady
On the onshore wind some gulls queue up for a bit of bread: an old man with a beard a balding head and a box of crumbled rolls tosses crusts in the air. To the gulls a fountain of food seems neither rare nor usual: the world is a mystery in any case.
They take their orderly turns: each, keeping place, grabs a beakfull and blows in a circle around to the rear to patiently hover again. I, standing where they rise and gulp their grub dislike the repeated motion of greedy-guts who do not ignore the ocean but for now prefer free chow to searching the littoral: the ocean is always there; stale bread may fail.
The ocean is always there.
While the birds themselves are mild, can anyone rebel? Beans should go wild: if gulls and balding men are in league no one is free, everything up in the air is half at sea, and you and I must go back to endless circling, dine on the crux iby world and take our place in line.
THE POET GROWS OLDER/ Charles Wright
It seemed, at the time, so indifferent an age ,,that I recall nothing of it except an infinite tedium to be endured. I envied no one, nor dreamed of anything in par- That was no time. These passengers, were they on the same boat? Were they where we were? They accompany us merely, north to Victoria. I am in favor of acquainting the composition student with as many kinds of subjects, developed and expressed in as many ways, as is possible. Poetry can be used to acquaint him with a great deal, in a relatively short time. At the same time, the effectiveness o certain techniques and the importance of particular concerns in composition are reinforced when he finds them similar to elements in so-called "creative" writing. The student winds up feeling that a concern for good writing, and the work necev Ary to accomplish it, have an importance substantiated in fact.
Of course, implying that the techniques and concerns of creative writ ing include those contained in the cornpuFition course could seriously affect the "ii.. age" of such freshman courses in the minds of both students and English teachers. Is there anyone who wishes to prevent that?
